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Balachander has been
called a feminist by
many film critics over
the years. His
characters were
different in their
normality. The girl next
door rubbed shoulders
with a sultry siren, the
confident young
woman of the world
with a shy, coy
sheltered girl. He
celebrated women in a
way that was
ground breaking; his
heroines were in
essence 'strong'.

Amongst the South Indian
film fraternity, the name
K. Balachander is revered as
a legend. One of the most
creative men in the industry,
he is a writer, a director and
according to his stars - a
great actor himself. Having
worked with superstars like
Rajnikanth and Kamal
Haasan to the maestro A.R
Rahman, 'KB', as he is
affectionately called, gives us
a glimpse into the life of an
'honourable man'
By Anjali Alappat

T

he entrance of the
man of the moment,
director K.
Balachander is much
awaited. The
excitement in the air at the Duchess
club meeting is palpable. These
women are his audience; the
captive crowd who watched their
first romances bloom with the

echoes of his films as the perpetual
undercurrent. This was the man
who gave them their silver screen
first loves, whether it was the
rakish Rajnikanth or the intense
Kamal Haasan. KB's legacy is
definitely imprinted firmly in the
minds and hearts of the fairer sex.
Balachander has been called a
feminist by many film critics over
the years. His characters were
different in their normality. The girl
next door rubbed shoulders with a
sultry siren, the confident young
woman of the world with a shy, coy
sheltered girl. He celebrated
women in a way that was
groundbreaking; his heroines were
in essence 'strong'. In fact, when
asked how he would portray the
often misrepresented Mahabharata
heroine, Draupadi, he was succinct,
"I will make Draupadi stronger.
She will not need the help of any
man or God to save her modesty.
She will protect herself. In the first
place, my Draupadi would not have
accepted to marry five men. She
would have stayed unmarried and
fought her own battles and most
importantly, she would have
changed her name to 'Drau' and cut
him with a kathi".

JUST FOR LAUGHS
It is clear that KB is a
multifaceted man. He confessed to
having a wry sense of humour,
which is at odds with his reputation
of being a perfectionist and a
no-nonsense filmmaker. As his
colleague and friend, Mohan
Raman said, "You can ask him
anything - but just be sure of your
question." As he faced us, it was
clear that this was to be a humorous
occasion. "You all want me to
undergo a test. Whether I fail or
pass, we have to see. Fortunately or
unfortunately, for me, the question
paper is out," he said with a grin.
He was referring to the questions
that the MCs of the eveningShailaja and Krishnan would be
asking him.
ON THE MAKING
OF ROMANCES
His work over the years has been
lauded as touching, engrossing,
realistic and relatable. KB reflected,
"How a story is narrated is
important: linear order or reverse
order - always keeping you
guessing. As for being real, the
quick identification of the
audience's pulse is realism. The
most touching of all human
emotions is love. The wishful
thinking for every situation that
the lovers are placed in is what
is relatable."
Accused of loving 'love' rather
than being in love, Balachander
wryly said, "Literature all over the
world talks about love. Poets
always write about love. In reality,
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matter at all. And I object to that
phrase 'illicit relationship' ."
He explained the process clearly
enough, "It is innocent, it is
platonic. First the adoration starts, it
is not mere infatuation in both
cases. It was the canvas that was
inside me and I wanted to thrash it
out in detail. In the lineation of
such themes, a lot of courage is
needed. I had it. I took them in the
right spirit. I took care to see that I
don't influence against the tenets of
society pertaining to 25 years ago.
But today, the tenets are changing.
As for physical attraction and love,
when there is a real emotional
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creator and for opportunities, for
visualization and conceptualization
and fiction. And secondly, we are
always fond of people who have
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don't we have the Taj Mahal which
we always adore and admire
because of the love surrounding the
structure? I do love 'love', I have
not been in love. I love 'love' as a
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attraction, the physical part of it
comes into play and many a time, it
slowly takes over." A hint of the
evergreen romantic peeps through
when he chuckles, "Tragedies are
few and far between."
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fallen in love."
Many ofKB's films feature
romances that could be considered
illicit, a word he personally seems
to dislike, "Whether the woman is
older to him, or the man whom she
adores is married, it doesn't make
any difference as far as the word
'love' is concerned. It does not

MODERN DAYROMANCES
His films still hold social
relevance for the audience, even 25
years after their release. KB's
movies are still the bastion of old
fashioned 'romance'. What does he
think about modem day Casanovas
and heroines, using text messages,
Skype and even Facebook to woo
each other? "There is definitely a
transformation in the expression
of intimacy thanks to mobiles and
the like. If we talk about the real
and the 'reel', any romance in
reality ends as a short film but in
films, it is two and a half hours
of elaboration."
But what is the essence of a
relationship? According to
Balachander, it is very simple and
the basis for his plots. "A man will
kill for his wife; a woman will die
for her man."

But \"hat is the essence of a relationship? \ccording to Balachander, it is
'er) simple and the basis 1'01'his plots. ,. i\ man will kill for his wife; a
woman wi11die for her man."
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SUHASINI MANIRATNAM:
"K.B. is probably the most
charming, the most intelligent,
the most talented, the most
handsome and the most lovable

"I believe in one dictum: 1must be unique. 1must
be one of a kind." From any other man, these
words would have seemed facetious, boastful
even; but from Balachander it is a simple
statement, one that he has strived to adhere to for
the entirety of his rich and varied career.
ON WORKING WITH THE STARS
One of Balachander's biggest
achievements was the stars he cast
in his films. From Superstar
Rajnikanth to Prakash Raj, some of
Kollywood's biggest and brightest
stars began their careers with him,
taking their first, fumbling steps
under his stem tutelage. He in turn
cherishes them, both in their
memories of days long gone and
their present larger than life
avatars. Of Sivaji, arguably one of
the most famous and accomplished
actors that South India has ever
produced, he said humorously,
"While working with him, I
thought I was making a
Balachander film with Sivaji
Ganesan. He thought he had made
a Sivaji film with Balachander. But,
it ended up as neither. But I still
maintain that Ethiroli is one of my
best 10 movies. What I learned
from Sivaji was a separate
education. He was a phenomenon
as a professional. He is the only
example of what the human face
and its personality is capable of

conveying. He is the one man;
there cannot be another Sivaji."
After his tribute to the Chevalier,
he also spoke of the two other
superstars he helped create - Kamal
Haasan and Rajnikanth. Of Kamal he
said, "He is the smile in my heart."
Rajni similarly was designated
"The jewel in my crown."

man I have ever met in my life.
If you are a South Indian and if
you are a woman, the only man
you will agree with is
Balachander! He is the only one
on our side and we have the rest
of the world competing with us
and commanding us and telling
us that this is what we have to
do. He is the one person who is
representing us to the society."

IN HIS OWN WORDS
"I believe in one dictum: I must
be unique. I must be one of a kind."
From any other man, these words
would have seemed facetious,
boastful even; but from
Balachander it is a simple
statement, one that he has strived to
adhere to for the entirety of his rich
and varied career. Despite the
accolades and the adoration, it is
obvious that KB is still young at
heart, especially evident with his
cheerful sign off wherein he gently
mocked his own legend, calling
himself 'an honourable man'. His
parting shot was suitably
Shakespearean in spirit, "if Brutus
could be honourable, so can I!"

THOTATHARANI:
"He is a legend and he is THE
director. He comes from a very
strong background which is
known as theatre. That theatre
experience is where as a director
you have the respect and you
have the kind of stubbornness
about what you want. It is not
just about making a film. He is
simple, thoughtful and precise
about what he wants."
MOHAN RAMAN:
"He has created not only
celluloid marvels but real life
marvels as well."
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